
Minutes of the TMB Meeting of 17th February 2010 

TASKS 

 9915 : DECISION:  As a project, we won't document individual site configs. It’s up to the VOs to 
discuss with individual sites. 

 

 6711 6712  : These are unsolvable within the lifetime of EGEE. These should be passed to 
EGI/EMI.  Can be closed once a tracking system exists in EGI. 

 

 6652 : Should already be closed.   
 

 5952 : Should already be closed.   
 
 
gLite Product Team Review  
SA3 / JRA1 to e-mail a report to the TMB members on what other releases are expected after the 
FTS and WMS issues have gone through certification.  This is to enable planning until the end of the 
project. 
 
Related issue (John White): Certification test-bed per product team is proving to be difficult to 
arrange in some instances.  
Steven:  Should try to use resources that have been used until now for certification.  For EMI the 
model will change and we should try to start exercising this.  Rollout into production will be 
discussed at the Amsterdam meeting in March. 
 
 
Metrics for the EGEE-III review 
John White (JRA1) showed plots of bugs found in production that have been fixed/ are outstanding/ 
etc. over time (https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EGEE/QuarterlyReport7). 
Steven: Would like to see the trends. 
 
Plot shown by Oliver of total number of open bugs found in production 
(http://lxbra1902.cern.ch/gLite/Savannah/web/Statistics/bugHistoryStatisticsProductionGGUS.php).  
Decision to investigate the people in the "dark blue" band and see if they can be moved to other 
categories.  ACTION: Nick to provide a list of PPS/staged rollout members to SA3/JRA1. 
 
For THE next TMB. 
ACTION:   John / Oliver to do a non-cumulative version of graphs shown by Oliver. 
(http://lxbra1902.cern.ch/gLite/Savannah/web/Statistics/bugHistoryStatisticsProductionGGUS.php).   
ACTION:  Would like to see metrics on time from “submission” to “ready for test”. 
 
 
gLite 3.1 Deprecation (CREAM CE & beyond... 
ACTION:  Nick to update the process to include endorsement by the TMB of any changes to the list 
of supported services. 
ACTION:  Francesco to give a prioritized list (high, medium, low) of the effort required to maintain 
3.1 services (that exist in gLite 3.2). 
 
 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EGEE/QuarterlyReport7
http://lxbra1902.cern.ch/gLite/Savannah/web/Statistics/bugHistoryStatisticsProductionGGUS.php
http://lxbra1902.cern.ch/gLite/Savannah/web/Statistics/bugHistoryStatisticsProductionGGUS.php


MPI in prod 
 
Nick:  The MPI tests are now in production and are critical, therefore they will raise alarms on the 
production operations dashboard.  SA1 will monitor the situation to see how things develop: how 
quickly will sites fix their MPI problems?  Will sites with MPI issues stop offering the services? Etc. 
 
 
License and Copyright Status  

DECISION:  Deadline by the end of this month to report on progress.  There has to be substantial 
improvement otherwise this will be escalated to the PMB. 
ACTION:  Francesco to notify the product teams of this. 

DECISION:  After 1ST March patches where this isn't implemented will be rejected. 
 
 
 
AOB 
None. 
 
 
Next meeting: To be decided. 


